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Co-op Academy Walkden  |  Geography Learning Journey 

Why is sustainability 
important?

How and why do 
places change?

How do rivers shape the 
landscape? Microclimates 

fieldwork

Weather and Climate

How do coastlines 
change?

What are the 
opportunities and 
challenges in the 

Middle East?

Is development 
equal?

What are weather 
hazards?

What are earthquake 
hazards?

What are the threats to the 
world’s oceans?

How is China changing?What are the 
opportunities and 

challenges in Eastern 
Africa?

The challenge of natural 
hazards

The living world

Physical 
landscapes 
in the UK

Fieldwork and 
Geographical Enquiry

Urban Challenges

The changing 
economic world

The challenge of resource 
management

Issue Evaluation

Apprenticeships: 
agriculture, 
horticulture, leisure, 
travel and tourism, 
travel adviser 
construction, 
planning and built 
environment.

A Level 
Geography, 
Geology, 
Economics, 
politics, 
Sociology

Analytical skills, 
problem solving, 
team work,

Tectonic hazards

Weather Hazards
Climate change

Locational Knowledge 
of the seven 

continents and 5 
oceans

Ecosystems

Tropical rainforests

Hot Deserts

The global pattern 
of urban change

Identifying countries 
and capital cities in the 
UK, Europe, North and 

South America

Urban growth in 
Nigeria

Identify longitude and 
latitude referring to the 

Equator and 
Prime/Greenwich meridian

Coastal 
landscapes

River 
landscapes

Urban Challenges 
in the UK

Sustainable 
development in 

urban areas

Physical Geography 
investigating weather, 
climate zones, biomes, 

volcanoes, 
earthquakes and the 

water cycles

Global resource 
management

Resources in the UK

Economic 
change in the 

UK
Water Reducing the 

global 
development 

gap

Economic 
development 

in Nigeria

Human Geography 
investigating 

settlements, economic 
activity, trade links, 

and natural resources

Economic 
Development and 

quality of life

Use maps, 
atlases and 
globes to 
locate 
countries. Be 
able to use an 
8 point 
compass as 
well as 4 and 6 
figure grid 
references

India

What are the features of 
glacial landscapes?

What are volcanic 
hazards?

Why are tropical 
rainforests important?

What factors affect 
populations?

What is life like in 
hostile 

environments?
Russia


